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INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN CITIES CAMPAIGN: A ROADMAP FOR ACTION

THE NEW YORK PROPOSAL FOR INCLUSIVE GROWTH IN CITIES

There is an urgent political and economic imperative to address rising inequalities within our society. In many countries, the gap between rich and poor has widened, with those at the top capturing the lion’s share of growth while many people have not seen their real income rise for several years. But income is just one aspect of life that matters for well-being. In just about every area, whether it be educational attainment, life expectancy or employment prospects, life outcomes are disproportionately determined by socio-economic status, sex, age or the places in which people live. Rising inequality harms economic growth and has the potential to undermine social cohesion and threaten political stability.

We consider that fostering Inclusive Growth calls for a major break with the policy making of the past. This means reassessing the way in which we design our policies to ensure that growth and equity are treated as mutually reinforcing goals, as well as putting well-being and social inclusion at the centre of the debate on economic growth.

Cities have a crucial role to play in making inclusive growth happen. Cities are key actors in many domains that matter for inclusive growth, including education, health care services, social protection, training and employment services, as well as housing, neighbourhood regeneration and transport.

As a symbol of our commitment:

We will champion an Inclusive Growth agenda in our city, our country and across the world, by promoting policies and practices that foster both economic growth and inclusiveness.

We will work together to advance this agenda and share best practices and policy tools to achieve inclusive growth in cities, based on the following premises:

- An inclusive education system, which enables people of all ages and backgrounds to develop their human capital, acquire relevant skills and improve their life chances.
- An inclusive labour market, which aims to make the most of women, youth, older populations, migrants and immigrants, foreign-born populations, and people of all backgrounds in the labour force. This means policies that promote access to quality jobs and inclusive entrepreneurship.
- An inclusive housing market and urban environment, which provides quality, affordable housing in safe, healthy neighbourhoods for all segments of the population.
- Inclusive infrastructure and public services, which consists of a transport system that provides access to jobs, services and consumption opportunities for all, as well as affordable, reliable public services, such as water, energy, and waste management and broadband infrastructure.

We will help shape a policy roadmap for Inclusive Growth in Cities, which will propose concrete measurement and policy tools to advance more inclusive growth in cities, and to measure and monitor progress.
Our efforts will contribute to the **OECD All on Board Inclusive Growth Initiative**, undertaken in partnership with the Ford Foundation, thereby helping to inform the Inclusive Growth debate among national governments.

Our efforts will also inform other global agendas that aim to advance more sustainable, inclusive and resilient cities, including the implementation of the UN-Sustainable Development Goal 11, which calls for inclusive, safe, and resilient cities; the New Urban Agenda that will result from the Habitat III conference; and the post-COP21 agenda.

We, members of the **Inclusive Growth in Cities Campaign**, share the view that Inclusive Growth represents an opportunity to put economic growth on more equitable, sustainable footing for a better future for all.
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